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a b s t r a c t

Industrial accidents involving fragment projection were investigated. The analysis of fracture mechan-
ics fundamentals allowed the exploration of the relations between the fracture characteristics and the
final event leading to equipment collapse. Reference fragmentation patterns were defined on the basis
of the geometrical characteristics of the categories of process vessels that are more frequently involved
vailable online 23 July 2008

eywords:
ajor accident hazard
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ragment projection

in fragmentation accidents. Primary scenarios leading to fragment projection were correlated to specific
fragmentation patterns. A database reporting a detailed analysis of more than 140 vessel fragmentation
events provided the data needed to support and validate the approach. The available data also allowed
the calculation of the expected probability of fragment projection following vessel fragmentation, and the
probability of the alternative fragmentation patterns with respect to the different accidental scenarios,
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. Introduction

The catastrophic failure of process and storage vessels may result
n the projection of fragments at relevant distances [1,2]. Several
ccidental scenarios, such as physical and confined explosions,
oiling liquid expanding vapor explosions (BLEVEs), and runaway
eactions may cause fragment projection [3–6]. The hazard due
o fragment projection is well known [1,2], and comprehensive
eviews are reported in the literature [7–10]. Besides the possi-
le injuries or fatalities that may be caused to plant personnel
nd to population, the projection of fragments is among the more
mportant causes of domino effects in industrial accidents [5,6].
rojection distances may be very high, and projected fragments
re capable of generating secondary accidents at relevant dis-
ances from the primary scenario. Thus, safety distance criteria and
reventive actions to avoid domino effect may hardly be applied
6,11,12].

In this framework, quantitative risk analysis (QRA) may provide
seful criteria for the assessment of the risk caused by fragment
rojection, based on the assessment of consequences and expected
requencies [13–15]. However, a well-accepted and validated com-

rehensive approach to the quantitative assessment of risk caused
y fragment projection is still missing. In particular, the estimation
f the expected frequencies of domino scenarios caused by equip-
ent fragmentation requires the availability of a reliable model for

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +39 051 2090240; fax: +39 051 2090247.
E-mail address: valerio.cozzani@unibo.it (V. Cozzani).
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cies over the available data set.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

he assessment of fragments impact probabilities on a given target.
rocedures based on a direct statistic analysis of post-accident data
ere proposed for the estimation of fragment impact probability,

s well as for maximum fragment flight distance assessment [7,16].
ore recently, comprehensive ballistic methodologies for the cal-

ulation of the impact probabilities of a fragment were developed
17–20], mainly derived from the fundamental approach to frag-

ent trajectory analysis proposed by Baker et al. [10]. However, the
esults of these more advanced methodologies rely on the assess-
ent of reliable ranges and/or probability distribution functions

or the initial projection parameters (e.g. initial fragment velocity,
umber, mass and energy of fragments, fragment drag factor, etc.).
hese parameters are mainly dependent on the characteristics of
he vessel that undergoes the fragmentation and on the scenario
ausing the vessel fragmentation [11]. In this framework, further
nvestigations are required to assess the dependence of the rel-
vant geometrical parameters of the fragments (number, shape,
ass and drag factor) on the characteristics of the vessel and on

he scenario causing the vessel fragmentation. The few previous
ublications available on this issue were mainly oriented to the
nalysis of pressurized liquefied gas vessels fragmentation due to
red BLEVEs [7,8,21,22].

Thus, a comprehensive approach to the quantitative assessment
f risk caused by fragment projection is still missing, although sev-

ral important studies are available mainly on fragment projection
istances and on the assessment of impact probabilities.

The present study was dedicated to the analysis of the possible
orrelation among the vessel geometry, the accidental scenario
ausing vessel fragmentation and the shape and number of

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03043894
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jhazmat
mailto:valerio.cozzani@unibo.it
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jhazmat.2008.07.056
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ragments generated. A database reporting data on accidental
vents involving the fragmentation of more than 140 vessels
as developed. The analysis of the available past accident data

uggested the presence of preferential fragmentation modes,
epending on the accidental scenario and the vessel shape.
he concept of “fragmentation pattern”, introduced by Holden,
estin and Reeves [7,8,21,22], was revised and further developed,

lso in the light of fracture mechanics fundamentals. Reference
ragmentation patterns were defined and used to analyze and
lassify the fragmentation modes experienced in past accidents.
he final aim of the analysis was the development of a limited
et of credible fragmentation patterns for the assessment of the
xpected number, shape and drag factor of fragments generated in
ifferent accidental scenarios. The observed probabilities of each
ragmentation pattern were also investigated.

It is worth mentioning that the present study was carried
ut within a more general research project, aiming at developing
comprehensive and systematic methodology for the quantita-

ive assessment of fragment damage probability in the framework
f quantitative risk analysis and of domino effect assessment
11,19,23].

. Methods

.1. Database of fragmentation accidents

The starting point of the present study was the retrieval of data
n past accidents in which at least one equipment item underwent a
atastrophic failure and/or caused the formation and the projection
f fragments. In order to use past accident data to understand the
ossible fragmentation modes of process equipment and to relate
hem to the primary scenario causing the fragmentation, a detailed
escription of the event is needed. In particular, data are required
n the following issues:

. primary event leading to vessel fragmentation

. type of vessel undergoing the fragmentation

. data on vessel geometry and material (including data on wall
thickness, vessel operating and design pressure)

. number of the projected fragments

. shape and geometrical data of the projected fragments

. vessel fragmentation mode

. distance and position of the projected fragments

Past accidents databases usually do not report accident case his-
ories with such detail. Thus, more specific sources of information
ere sought out and a specific database was developed in order

o retrieve and organize the available information on past accident

ata. Table 1 shows the original data sources for the 121 different
ccidental events included in the database. Two previous impor-
ant studies, those of Holden [8] and Westin [21], were the source
f 68 of the 121 accident files. The other records were obtained from
cientific journals, including the Loss Prevention Bulletin, from mis-

able 1
ources of past accident data

ource Number of events

cientific journals 37
ARS database [24] 2
TSB online reports [25] 8
estin report [21] 35
olden report [8] 33
ther 6

otal 121

t
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3
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d
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ellaneous open sources, or from professionals involved in accident
nvestigations. The screening of the available data on accident loca-
ion and date allowed the identification of multiple records and the
ntegration of the information reported by the different sources on
he same event.

Obviously not all the available files on past accidents reported
ll the data listed above. In particular, the information on fragment
r on vessel geometry was not complete for some accidental events
e.g. in some reports data were missing on the fragment weight, the
essel thickness or the vessel material). When needed, these data
ere estimated introducing few assumptions: (i) the material was

upposed to have the characteristics of AISI 316 stainless steel; (ii)
n the case of pressurized vessels, the thickness was assumed as that
alculated by the ASME VIII standards; and (iii) fragment mass was
alculated on the basis of vessel thickness and of fragment shape.
t must be remarked that these assumptions were introduced only
n a limited number of cases, if needed to complete the accident
nalysis.

A further information that is usually not included in the past
ccident reports is the mode of vessel fragmentation, that will be
efined in the following as the vessel “fragmentation pattern”. Frag-
entation patterns usually are not discussed in standard accidental

eports, although Holden [8] and Westin [21] defined a number of
tandard fragmentation modes and tried to identify which of them
ould apply to the events considered in their studies. However,
ince these data were missing for all the other accident records, it
as decided to include in the database only the available informa-

ion on vessel fragmentation, on the number and on the geometry
f the projected fragments.

The data were organized generating three different data sheets
or each accidental event, reporting, respectively, the data on the
ccidental event, on the fragmented vessel and on the fragments
rojected.

.2. Analysis of the past accident database

The past accidents database was used to gather information on
everal issues concerning fragmentation events. In particular the
ollowing data were extracted:

data on the primary scenarios leading to vessel fragmentation
data on vessels categories involved in fragmentation accidents
data on fragmentation patterns, including number and shape of
fragments

These are discussed in Sections 3 and 4. The available data on the
umber of vessel fragmentation accidents experiencing different

ragmentation patterns also allowed the estimation of observa-
ional probability data on the expected fragmentation patterns.
hese are reported in Section 5.

. Accidental scenarios leading to fragment projection

.1. Primary scenarios involving vessel fragmentation

The availability of an extended database of fragmentation acci-
ents made possible the investigation of several issues concerning
his category of accidents. In particular, the starting point of this
tudy was the analysis of the different types of accidental scenarios

esulting in the projection of missiles, also in order to identify the
quipment categories more likely to undergo fragmentation.

Table 2 shows the results obtained from the analysis of past
ccident data. In the table, a short definition of each cate-
ory of scenarios that caused the projection of fragments in at
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Table 2
Scenarios leading to missile projection

Primary scenario Description Number of
events

Fired BLEVE Catastrophic failure of a vessel containing
a liquid at temperature above its boiling
temperature at atmospheric pressure, due
to an external fire.

116

Unfired BLEVE Sudden loss of containment of a vessel
containing a liquid at temperature above
its boiling temperature at atmospheric
pressure, not due to an external fire.

22

Physical explosion Catastrophic failure of a vessels containing
a compressed gas phase and/or a
non-boiling liquid, due to an internal
pressure increase not caused by fire or
chemical reactions. Possible causes:
overfilling, corrosion, etc.

19

Confined explosion Catastrophic vessel failure due to an
internal pressure increase caused by the
unwanted combustion of gases, vapours,
or dust inside the vessel.

19
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unaway reaction Catastrophic vessel failure due to an
internal pressure increase caused by the
loss of control of a chemical reaction.

11

east one of the accidental events recorded in the database is
rovided.

As shown in the table, unfired BLEVEs and physical explosions
as defined in Table 2) were considered separately, due to the dif-
erent amount of energy available for fragment projection in these
cenarios.

Table 2 also reports the number of events recorded in the
atabase for each of the different scenarios. The table shows that
significant number of events were recorded for all the scenarios

onsidered, although BLEVE resulted as the more frequent scenario
eading to fragment projection. The higher number of events involv-
ng BLEVEs with respect to those due to confined explosion and
unaway is on one hand related to the fact that BLEVE events are
ot limited to process plants but may take place also as a con-
equence of transportation accidents (as a matter of fact, all the
vents included in the report of Westin [21] concern transportation
ccidents). Moreover, BLEVE accidents are usually more severe, and
hus are more frequently reported in sources of past accident data,
han less severe scenarios.

.2. Vessel categories involved in fragmentation scenarios
Table 3 reports a short description of the vessel categories
nvolved in at least one of the accidental events reported in the
atabase. The table also shows the number of events involving mis-
ile projection reported for each of the defined vessel categories.
he total number of vessels is different from the total number of

f
t
k
t

able 3
ategories of vessels involved in fragment projection accidents

rimary vessel type Number of events

orizontal cylindrical atmospheric vessel 3
ertical cylindrical atmospheric vessel 10
one-roof atmospheric tank 5
ther sharp-edged atmospheric equipment 2
orizontal cylindrical pressurized vessels 132
ertical cylindrical pressurized vessels 21
pherical pressurized vessels 13
ther pressurized vessels 1

a Design pressure for atmospheric vessels is not reported in accident reports, but is usu
s usually between 1.5 and 2 bar.

b Recorded burst pressure.
us Materials 163 (2009) 1008–1018

ccidents reported in the database, since in several accidents the
ragmentation of more than one vessel is reported.

As expected, Table 3 shows that pressurized cylindrical vessels
re the vessel category more frequently involved in this type of
ccidents, since this type of vessels is the more frequently used for
he storage of liquefied compressed gases.

In the case of atmospheric vessels, overpressure was caused
ainly by physical explosions, confined explosions and runaway

eactions. All these scenarios lead to an internal pressure exceed-
ng design pressure and to fragment projection, even if the absolute
ressure at the moment of vessel failure was lower than in pressur-

zed vessels. This is confirmed by the lower projection energy of the
ragments, that are usually projected to distances about one order of

agnitude lower (10–100 m) than in the case of pressurized vessel
ragmentation.

Table 4 shows the number of events recorded for each combina-
ion between the above defined primary events and the different
essel categories identified. The table points out the presence of
orrelations between the accidental scenario and the type of vessel
hat is likely to undergo fragmentation leading to missile projec-
ion. The observed correlations are possibly caused by the different
azards of the process operations for which the different categories
f vessels are usually employed. As a matter of fact, BLEVE events
eading to vessel fragmentation mainly affect cylindrical and spher-
cal pressurized tanks, used for liquefied gas storage. On the other
and, atmospheric vessels including cone roof tanks are likely to
ndergo fragmentation accidents mainly due to mechanical and
onfined explosions, or to runaway reactions.

In a QRA framework, the simple correlations shown in Table 4
ay be used as a starting point to identify the equipment items that

hould be considered as a credible source of missiles, suggesting
he more likely categories of accidental scenarios that may involve
ragment projection for the different categories of vessels.

. Analysis of vessel fragmentation patterns

.1. Expected fragmentation patterns on the basis of fracture
echanics fundamentals

The geometry and the number of projected fragments derive
rom the fragmentation mode of the vessel involved in the primary
ccident, also indicated as fragmentation pattern in the present
pproach. The fragmentation pattern of a vessel is a consequence of
rack formation and propagation due to a too high internal vessel
ressure.
The mechanism by which cracks propagate is an important
actor that may affect the equipment failure mode. The fundamen-
als of crack formation and propagation in metallic shells are well
nown and extensively described in several authoritative publica-
ions. A discussion of these issues is out of the scope of the present

Range of vessel volumes (m3) Range of vessel design pressures (bar)

50–100 Atmospherica

15–60 Atmospherica

40–9000 Atmospherica

50–100 Atmospherica

50–300 5–65
1–1600 10–450
700–2400 15–25
n.a. 27b

ally comprised between 1 and 1.3 bar, while hydraulic test pressure of these vessels
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Table 4
Number of accidental events recorded for each combination between primary event and vessel category

G ojecti
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On the other hand, ductile fracture is associated with large plas-
tic deformations at the crack front or crack tip [26]. In a ductile
fracture, the crack growth requires energy for the formation of a
new plastic zone at the tip of the advancing crack. This should be
rey cells: likely combinations between primary event and vessel type in missile pr

tudy. However, in order to better understand the expected frag-
entation patterns of the different category of process vessels

ollowing the different explosion scenarios identified in Table 2,
ew fundamental concepts were briefly recalled in the followings.

It is well known that there are two basic failure modes: brittle
racture and ductile fracture [26]. A brittle fracture may be roughly
efined as a fracture in which there is no evident plastic deforma-
ion at the crack tip or crack front [26]. Generally a high toughness

aterial tends to undergo ductile fracture behaviour while a low
oughness material is prone to a brittle fracture behaviour. How-
ver, Fig. 1 shows that the material toughness increases with the
emperature and decreases with the loading rate. Thus, the likeli-
ood of a brittle fracture is increased by low temperatures and high

oading rates.
Although in metallic materials plastic deformation always

ccurs in front of the advancing crack, it has been demonstrated
hat also in these materials the energy required for the crack growth
uring brittle fracture is constant [27]. The typical propagation rate
f a brittle fracture is of about 600–800 m/s [26,28]. The compari-
on of these values with the acoustic velocity of gases at ambient
emperature (about 400 m/s), that may be assumed as a reference
alue of the outflow rate of the vessel content from the cracks, sug-
ests that for brittle fracture the vessels depressurization during

racture propagation is not credible. Thus, during brittle fracture
essel internal pressure is almost constant and crack arrest is not
redible. Moreover, if the stress value due to internal pressure is suf-
ciently high, the fracture can branch. In particular, crack branching

s credible during confined explosions or runaway reactions, since
F
a

on accidents.

n these scenarios the internal pressure may increase even after
rack initiation. Crack branching may result in the fragmentation
f a vessel into a large number of pieces.
ig. 1. Likelihood of the type of fracture with respect to loading rate, temperature
nd material toughness.
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Table 5
Relations between the type of the primary scenario, the fracture mechanics and the fragmentation characteristics

Primary scenario Acronym Load parameters Fracture mechanics and dynamics Fragmentation properties

Fired BLEVE BLEVE(F) Low dP/dt and low d�/dt Ductile fracture Low fragment number

High wall temperature Low fracture velocity: possible depressurization
after crack initiation

Possible crack arrest (due to depressurization
and hot-cold zone transition)

No branching

Unfired BLEVE BLEVE(NF) Low dP/dt and low d�/dt Ductile fracture (plastic deformation at the crack
tip)

Low fragment number (high fragment number
likely only for ME with very low wall temperature)

Physical explosion ME Low wall temperature Low fracture velocity but higher than BLEVE(F):
vessel depressurization not credible.

Possible crack arrest for high toughness material
(brittle-ductile transition)

Branching possible only for very low wall
temperature

Confined explosion CE High dP/dt and high d�/dt Brittle fracture High fragment number
Low wall temperature High fracture velocity: no vessel depressurization

Branching

Runaway reaction RR(low) Low d�/dt; low wall
temperature

For “low” pressure increase (depressurization possible, stress increase
significantly lower than crack propagation), expected behaviour similar to ME

ure in
han cr
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RR(high) High d�/dt; low wall
temperature

For “high” press
comparable to t

dded to the energy needed for the initiation, growth and coales-
ence of voids [26,27,29]. The sum of these two energies is higher
han that required for the rupture of the atomic bonds in a brittle
racture. Thus, the branching of ductile fractures is scarcely credible
ue to the higher energy required by the advancing crack.

The propagation rate of a ductile fracture is of the order of
00 m/s, therefore vessel depressurization may take place during
uctile fracture propagation. Thus, two crack arrest mechanisms are
redible for ductile fractures: (i) arrest due to stress decrease caused
y vessel depressurization, and (ii) arrest due to crack propagation
rom a hot zone to a cold zone where the material has a higher
llowable stress. The latter crack arrest mechanism is of particular
elevance in the case of BLEVE due to external fire. In the case of
igh toughness material, as a low carbon steel or an austenitic stain-

ess steel, a further crack arrest mechanism is due to brittle-ductile
ransition, fully described elsewhere [26].

Therefore, the actual mechanism of fracture propagation could
e influenced by the type of material, the shell thickness, the shell
emperature, and the loading rate. Correlating the general features
f pressure and thermal load in the different primary scenarios
ikely to cause vessel fragmentation, it is possible to draw basic
nformation on the expected fracture mechanisms and on the con-
equent failure modes of the process vessels undergoing the event.
able 5 reports the results of a qualitative analysis performed for
he primary scenarios listed in Table 2. The table shows that very
imple relations could be drawn between the primary scenario and
he expected number of fragments. These were derived consid-
ring the likely fracture mechanism and the credibility of crack
ranching and/or of crack arrest as a consequence of the typical
ehaviours of the shell loads due to internal pressure and wall tem-
erature during the different scenarios. As shown in the table, a
pecific fragmentation mechanism and a qualitative evaluation of
he fragment number may be associated to each primary scenario
ikely to cause vessel fragmentation, with the exception of runaway
eactions. Ductile fractures resulting in a limited number of frag-
ents are expected to be the prevailing fragmentation mechanism

n BLEVEs and in physical explosions. On the other hand, in the
ase of confined explosions and of runaway reactions, brittle frac-

ure resulting in a high number of fragments is expected, although
rittle-ductile transition is possible for high toughness vessels. In
he case of runaway reactions very different pressurization rates

ay take place [30], thus resulting in the different vessel fracture
ehaviours shown in Table 5.

f
T
p
t
a

crease (depressurization not relevant, stress increase
ack propagation), expected behaviour similar to CE

Important outlines on the mode of fragmentation may be drawn
lso considering the influence of the vessel shape on the crack
ropagation. The propagation of a crack on a vessel occurs in a nor-
al direction to that of the maximum stress. Thus in cylindrical

hells the cracks tend to start in the axial direction, since the cir-
umferential stress is higher. The fracture may propagate in the
ircumferential direction only due to stress field changes caused
y bends, and to stress intensification areas due to connections
r to defects in the material (e.g. weldings). In spherical shells
he fracture may start and propagate in any direction, although
reas where material defects or stress intensification due to con-
ections are present are those where crack initiation is more

ikely.

.2. Definition of reference fragmentation patterns

On the basis of the above discussion, it was possible to define
reference set of expected fragmentation patterns. The concept

f reference fragmentation pattern was first applied to the anal-
sis of vessel fragmentation by Westin [21], that recognized that
limited number of reference patterns was sufficient to describe

he modes of fragmentation of cylindrical vessels containing liq-
efied petroleum gas (LPG) undergoing BLEVE events. Reference
ragmentation patterns were used to classify the observed ves-
el fragmentation mode also in the work of Holden [8], although
lso in this case only the fragmentation of horizontal cylindrical
essels subjected to BLEVE was considered. Limited attention was
edicated by these authors to the role of axial cracking, since this
echanism is scarcely relevant in the detachment of fragments

uring fired BLEVEs.
In the present study, fracture mechanics fundamentals were

sed to develop a set of reference fragmentation patterns for all
he vessel categories listed in Table 3. The reference fragmenta-
ion patterns defined in the present study represent a revision and
n extension of those introduced by Westin [21] and Holden [8],
ainly based on the analysis of both axial and circumferential crack

ropagation modes on different equipment categories.
Fig. 2 reports a graphical representation of the reference
ragmentation patterns identified, that are briefly described in
ables 6 and 7. As shown in Table 6, for cylindrical shells all the
ossible combinations of axial and circumferential crack propaga-
ion were examined. No distinction was made between horizontal
nd vertical cylindrical vessels.
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Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the reference fragmentation patterns.

Table 6
Expected FPs for cylindrical vessels

ID NF Fracture description Notes

CV1 1 or 2 1 AF The fracture usually starts in the axial direction. The fracture starts to propagate in two
opposite direction. If the crack does not arrest and the two tips meet, two fragments
are formed. If not (more probable), 1 fragment (the entire vessel) may be projected,
but no detached piece is formed
No branching and no direction turn (no connections, no defects) should take place to
obtain this FP

CV2 CV2’ 2 1 CF The fracture, likely to start in the axial direction, may turn in the circumferential
direction due to stress field changes (bending or stress intensification near
connections), or to defects. If the axial crack propagates on the tube-end and stops, a
flattened tube-end may be generated. In Annex 1, a distinction was made between CV2
FP, yielding 2 tube-ends, and CV2′ FP yielding a tube-end and a flattened tube-end

CV3 3 1 CF + 1 AF on the end Credible if the fracture starts on a pipe connection or if one of the two tube ends
impacts on a near object at the moment of the projection

CV4 >3 1 CF + >2 AF on the end Credible if the fracture starts on a pipe connection or if one of the two tube ends
impact on a near object at the moment of the projection. The axial fractures on the
tube-end could arrest originating flattened tube-ends

CV7 3 1 axial fracture + 2 CF A longitudinal crack may deviate in circumferential direction in zones where a stress
concentration (thickness change, supports, pipe connections), defects or weldings are
present. It is highly probable that the circumferential cracks are located at the ends

CV11 5 2 CF + 1 axial fracture + 1 AF on the end See CV7 and CV3. The axial fracture on the tube-end may arrest originating a flattened
tube-end

CV13 6 2 CF + 1 axial fractures + 2 AF on the end See CV7 andCV3. Less probable than CV11. The axial fracture on the tube-end could
arrest originating a flattened tube-end

CV18 >3 >2 CF + 1 AF A longitudinal fracture branches in various points, starting circumferential fractures.
Credible only for CE (brittle fracture). Only in brittle fracture a high number of crack
surfaces are formed

CV19 >4 >2 CF + 1 AF + 1 AF on the end See CV18. The axial fracture on the tube-end could arrest originating a flattened
tube-end

CV20 >5 >2 CF + 1 AF + 2 AF on the end See CV18. This FP is a general representation of FPs CV18 to CV20. The axial fracture on
the tube-end could arrest originating a flattened tube-end

CV21 >4 >2 CF + >1 AF See CV18
CV22 >5 >2 CF + >1 AF + 1 AF on the end See CV18
CV23 >6 >2 CF + >1 AF + 2 AF on the end See CV20. This could be used as the general representation of FPs CV21 to CV23. The

axial fracture on the tube-end could arrest originating a flattened tube-end

NF: expected number of fragments; AF: axial fracture; CF: circumferential fracture.
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Table 7
Expected FPs for spherical vessels and cone roof tanks

ID NF Fracture Description Notes

SV1 >4 Fractures propagate in various directions A fracture on a spherical vessels may propagate in all directions because it will be
always subjected to the same stress. It is possible to have more than one crack starting
point
The number of fragments tends to grow with the vessel volume (higher the volume of
the sphere, higher the surface area) because there is a higher probability for the
fracture to branch

CR1 1 (roof) Fracture along the roof-shell edge Highly probable since the edge is a zone of stress concentration
CR2 >2 (pieces of roof) Fracture along the roof-shell edge

and along the roof
As CR1 but the fracture must branch. Unlikely, since the roof generally has a reinforced
structure. May be the result of the impact of the roof with the ground after the
projection

CR3 >2 (pieces of shell) Fractures propagate in various
directions. On the shell

The fracture starts more probably at roof edge or at the connection of the lateral wall
with the basement. Axial fractures may start, but it is highly probable that the
depressurization of the vessel will cause the crack arrest and crack branching is
unlikely. The fracture may propagate from the roof to the base, but it is unlikely that a
fragment may be formed from the lateral wall

CR4 >2 Fractures propagate in various
directions. On the shell and on the
roof

See CR2 and CR3

CR5 1 Fracture along the base-shell edge Probable, since the edge is a zone of concentration of stress and a weak part of the
vessels. Less probable than CR1, since the fragment mass is so high that an high energy
of explosion will be necessary for its projection

NF: expected number of fragments.

Table 8
Observed number of events for each FP

Grey cells: unlikely FPs. *CV2′ .
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Although all the fragmentation patterns shown in Fig. 2 should
e considered possible, on the basis of fracture fundamentals it was
ossible to identify a more limited set of likely fragmentation pat-
erns for each primary scenario listed in Table 2. This was defined
aking into account the influence of the vessel shape, fracture ini-
iation, preferred initial location, fracture propagation mechanism,
nd credibility of branching and arrest mechanisms. The results
btained are shown in Table 8, that reports the likely fragmenta-
ion patterns identified in the present analysis for each primary
cenario. As shown in the table, in the case of physical explosion,
ragmentation patterns resulting in a high number of fragments
CV18–23) were considered likely only in the case of cryogenic ves-
els. These fragmentation patterns were considered credible also
or runaway reactions resulting in a high rate of pressure increase
see Table 5).

It is worth to recall that in the case of cone-roof tanks, only
hysical explosions, confined explosions and runaway reactions are

ikely to cause the fragmentation of the equipment, as shown in
able 4. In the case of spherical vessels, only BLEVE events are cred-
ble, since these vessels in general are used only for the storage of
iquefied pressurized gases.

It is important to remark that the definition of the fragmenta-
ion patterns allows the identification of the expected number and
f the shapes of the fragments. Table 9 reports the expected shape
nd number of fragments for some fragmentation patterns. It must
e remarked that in the present study the number of fragments
hould be intended as the final number of parts in which the vessel
s fragmented, including the vessel main body. Moreover, only frag-

ents having relevant sizes (more than 2% of empty vessel weight)
ere considered.

.3. Analysis of the observed fragmentation patterns

The data collected on past accidents involving vessel fragmen-
ation were used for the validation of the above defined reference
ragmentation patterns. The fragmentation accident database was
sed to identify the actual fragmentation patterns observed in acci-
ental events. In order to carry out this task, it was necessary to
nalyze the available data on fragment number and shape in the
heoretical framework presented above, in order to understand if
ne of the above defined reference fragmentation patterns could
e associated to the vessel failure mode. Only the accidents for
hich sufficient information was available were considered in the

nalysis, and account was given to the possibility of fragment rup-
ure following the impact with the ground or with other equipment

tems.

A first important result of the analysis of accident data is that
he vessel fragmentation mode could be associated to one of the
bove defined reference fragmentation patterns in all the fragmen-
ation events for which enough data were available. Table 8 shows

o
e
a
g
f

able 9
xpected and observed number of fragments for each fragmentation pattern

P Expected fragment number Mean observed number of fr

V1 1 1
V2 2 2
V3 3 3
V4 >3 4
V7 3 3
V11 5 5
V18 >3 4
V21 >4 5
V1 >1 8
R1 1 1

F: number of fragments.
us Materials 163 (2009) 1008–1018 1015

he distribution of the fragmentation patterns obtained from the
nalysis of the accidental events recorded in the database. The dis-
ribution of the events, reported in the table, shows that a quite
imited number of different fragmentation patterns (14) were suf-
cient to describe the fragmentation modes of the 149 vessels
nalyzed.

Table 8 also reports the distribution of the fragmentation pat-
erns for the different categories of primary scenarios. The table
lso shows that 141 of the 149 events fall within the set of likely
ragmentation patterns defined above. With the available infor-

ation it was not possible to clearly identify what caused the
essels to fragment by unexpected patterns in 8 events. Possi-
ly, specific factors (as very high pressure increase rates, or the
resence bending momentum due to pipe connections, or the influ-
nce of the internal structure) played a role. However, it must be
emarked that in all these 8 events the unexpected fragmentation
atterns could be also explained as the rupture of the cylindrical
hell due to an impact following vessel fragmentation and fragment
rojection.

The analysis of past accident files also allowed the retrieval
f data on the number of fragments formed as a consequence of
he different fragmentation patterns. The mean number of frag-

ents resulted strongly dependent on vessel category and on
he primary scenario causing the fragmentation. Table 9 reports
he available data for the different fragmentation patterns. The
able also allows a comparison of the actual number of fragments
ormed with that expected on the basis of the theoretical anal-
sis of the fragmentation patterns reported in Tables 6 and 7.
s shown in Table 9, the observed number of fragments resulted
lways correlated with the expected number of fragments in each
ragmentation pattern. Also the observed fragment shape resulted
oincident with that expected from the reference fragmentation
atterns, although flattened fragments were observed in several
ases. In particular, the shell fragments formed in the CV1, CV7 and
V21 fragmentation patterns are usually flattened, possibly due
o the impact on the ground following the projection. Moreover,
attened tube end fragments were formed in some fragmentation
vents following the CV3 pattern. These results are in agreement
ith those obtained by Birk [31], that reports fragment flatten-

ng in several full-scale experimental tests. A further discussion
oncerning fragment shape and number is reported elsewhere
32].

Table 8 shows that, even if few data are available, spherical
essels and atmospheric cone-roof tanks evidence a single frag-
entation mode (SV1 and CR1, respectively). In both cases, the
bserved fragmentation pattern was among the set of likely ref-
rence patterns defined above. It must be also remarked that the
ccidental events recorded in the database for these vessel cate-
ories are mainly related to a single accidental scenario (fired BLEVE
or spherical vessels and confined explosion for conical tanks). Thus,

agments Fragment shape

Cylindrical shell or flattened cylindrical shell
Two tube ends (one flattened in the case of CV2′)
One tube-end and two parts of tube-end
One tube-end and three parts of tube-end
Two tube ends and a flattened shell
One tube-end, two parts of tube-end and one flattened shell
Several shell and tube-end parts
Two tube-ends and several shell parts
Parts of spherical shell
Cone roof
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Table 10
Probability of fragment generation after initial crack propagation, Pcp

Type of primary event Pcp

BLEVE, fired 0.9
BLEVE, unfired 0.9
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esides the influence of vessel geometry, the presence of a sin-
le fragmentation pattern may also depend on the presence of a
referential scenario that caused the vessel fragmentation.

A more complex situation is present for cylindrical vessels, for
hich a higher number of fragmentation modes was observed (12).

or this vessel category, the fragmentation patterns resulted also
ependent on the primary scenario. As shown in Table 8, CV2 is
he prevailing fragmentation pattern for all the scenarios. In sev-
ral events (e.g. 16 of the 46 fired BLEVE events), a flattened tube
nd was formed (CV2′). An important number of events could be
ssociated also to the CV3, CV7 and CV11 reference patterns. In a
imited number of events also the CV1 fragmentation pattern was
ecorded. However, it must be remarked that in the CV1 fragmenta-
ion pattern, the axial fracture may stop outside the heated zone of
he vessel (in particular in the case of jet fire impingement result-
ng in a partial wall engulfment) causing only a loss of containment
ut not fragment projection. Such events may have been under-
eported or not described as vessel fragmentation accidents in past
ccident reports [7].

Thus, the above data show that patterns resulting in the for-
ation of a low number of fragments were the more frequent

ragmentation modes for BLEVEs and physical explosions. The
bserved average number of fragments for cylindrical vessels
ndergoing a fragmentation is 2 in the case of a BLEVE, and 3 for a
hysical explosion.

Patterns resulting in a higher number of fragments (CV21) were
elevant for events originated by confined explosion and runaway
eactions. As expected, the CV22 event recorded for physical explo-
ions involved a cryogenic vessel.

A limited number of events following the CV18 and CV21 frag-
entation pattern was observed also in the case of fired BLEVEs.

esides the possible rupture of fragments due to the impact with
he ground, the high number of fragments formed in some of these
vents (up to 9) also suggests the possibility of fragmentation by
brittle fracture mechanism in the cold zones of the vessel wall,

utside the section engulfed in the fire.

. Expected probabilities of fragmentation patterns

.1. Probability of fragment projection

The analysis of the available data also allowed the estimation
f the expected probabilities of fragment projection given ves-
el fragmentation. The probability of fragment projection given
essel fragmentation is dependent on the probability with which
he fracture propagates all over the equipment shell giving ori-
in to at least a single fragment that will be projected away from
he equipment. The problem is particularly critical in the case of
red BLEVE scenarios, in which the fracture may stop outside the
eated wall area, causing a loss of containment but not vessel frag-
entation [33]. If the vessel fragmentation accidents induced by

red BLEVEs reported in the database are examined, a conditional
robability of 0.9 is observed for fragment projection following
essel failure. This is in accordance with the findings of Holden
nd Reeves [7], that report as well a conditional probability of
.9 for the fragment projection following vessel failure in BLEVE
ccidents.

No events involving vessel fragmentation without fragment
rojection are recorded in the database for scenarios different
rom fired BLEVEs (see Table 3). Although this may be in part
consequence of the criteria used for accident collection, the
nder-reporting of events involving vessel rupture without frag-
ent projection for causes different from BLEVEs was observed

lso in previous studies [7]. Thus, on the basis of the discussion
oncerning the crack propagation mechanism observed for physi-

v
n
r
e

hysical explosion 0.9
onfined explosion 1
unaway reactions 1

al explosions and unfired BLEVEs, summarized in Table 5, it seems
easonably conservative to assume for these scenarios a fragment
rojection probability equal to 0.9, in analogy with that estimated
or fired BLEVEs.

On the other hand, a conservative value of the fragment projec-
ion probability equal to 1 should be assumed in the case of confined
xplosions and runaway reactions, since in these events the crack
rrest is unlikely. Table 10 summarizes the probabilities of frag-
ent projection due to crack propagation estimated in the present

tudy.

.2. Conditional probability of alternative fragmentation patterns

On the basis of the data reported in Table 8 it was possible
o estimate the probability of a given fragmentation pattern to
ake place in any of the different types of accidental scenario con-
idered for each category of primary vessel. These probabilities
ere expressed in the following as conditional probabilities of
fragmentation pattern given the vessel fragmentation resulting

n fragment projection. The probabilities were calculated as the
bserved frequencies of the fragmentation pattern of interest on
he data set considered.

The results of the analysis evidences that for two equipment
ategories a single fragmentation pattern was observed: CR1 in
he case of cone-roof tanks and SV1 for spherical vessels. Thus, a
onditional probability equal to 1 may be assumed for these frag-
entation patterns.
In the case of cylindrical vessels, the observed frequencies cal-

ulated for the different fragmentation patterns are reported in
able 11. The data on events caused by physical explosions and
nfired BLEVEs are presented together in the table, since the only
ifference between these primary events is the available explo-
ion energy. Few assumptions were introduced to obtain the data
eported in Table 11. In particular, the very limited number of events
n which unexpected fragmentation patterns were observed were
ot considered in the analysis, since it was not possible to assess if
essel fragmentation actually followed these unexpected fragmen-
ation patterns or if fragment rupture took place after fragment
ormation and projection. Thus, it was decided to exclude these
ccidents in the calculation of the observed frequencies reported
n Table 11. Moreover, for BLEVE accidents, the CV1 fragmenta-
ion pattern was also excluded, since the probability of fragment
rojection following this fragmentation pattern was found to be
egligible. This may be easily explained, since when this fragmen-
ation pattern takes place, the vessel shell is generally flattened
n the ground due to the start of the axial crack in the upper
one of the vessel, where no liquid is in contact with the vessel
alls. As a matter of fact, no accidents involving fragment pro-

ection following a CV1 fragmentation pattern are reported in the
atabase.

Clearly enough, deriving the expected probabilities from obser-

ational data results in reliable probability values only if the
umber of observed events is sufficiently high. Thus, Table 8,
eporting the number of events for each scenario and vessel cat-
gory, shows that robust probability values were possibly obtained
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Table 11
Number of events and observed frequencies (%) of FPs for cylindrical vessels
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CV2′ .

or cylindrical and spherical vessels, while only preliminary fig-
res were estimated for cone-roof tanks, due to the more limited
umber of case-histories available.

. Conclusions

An approach was proposed for the assessment of the possible
ragmentation modes following the collapse of a process vessel
ue to a too high internal pressure. A database collecting 121
ccidents involving vessel fragmentation and fragment projection
n the process industry was developed. Data on the fragmenta-

ion of more than 140 vessels were retrieved. The analysis of the
atabase evidenced that a correlation is present among the cat-
gory of vessel undergoing the fragmentation and the accidental
cenario causing vessel rupture. Vessel geometry and fragmenta-
ion scenario also influence the fragmentation mode of process

e
l
t
t

quipment. Reference fragmentation patterns were defined on the
asis of fracture mechanics fundamentals and of geometrical char-
cteristics of process vessels. The credible fragmentation patterns
1–8, depending on the vessel category) were found to be an
mportant tool to understand the number and the shape of the
ragments that may be formed in the collapse of equipment items.
he available data also allowed the calculation of the expected
robability of fragment projection following vessel fragmentation,
nd the probability of the alternative fragmentation patterns with
espect to the different accidental scenarios, based on observational
ata.
The results obtained may give important indications on the
xpected number and shape of fragments generated in the col-
apse of process and storage vessels. Moreover, the estimation of
he probability of fragment projection by alternative fragmenta-
ion patterns may be a useful step towards the implementation of
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etailed models for the calculation of fragment impact probability
n a QRA framework.
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